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Abstract
It has been an ongoing societal quest to collect more and more data; generation of knowledge from it, however, has been very

disproportionate. Even massive amount of collected data is no indication that their understanding is a simple process of calculat-

ing probabilities; selection of what to collect must be proactive and done by the ‘best minds’ because what follows has been already

set in motion; the ‘best minds’ should also be engaged at the end of the entire course of processing change, where understanding of
meaning is mined. With an infinite amount of recordable data in the world, a fundamental question exists and offers a path for any

sustainable system: how did evolution solve the problem of the ‘first’ and the ‘last mile’ of data acquisition, processing, and ‘wisdomcreating’ for living systems?

The use of systems science approach has been selected for this study as its principles are universal in ecology; this science is also

able to differentiate between healthy and unhealthy systems, those with the highest capacity to adapt and evolve with change, and
those with the least.

The purpose of this study is to identify principles of biologic systems, considered axiomatic and extracted from observations of

life; such knowledge could be explored for possible application in robotic sciences, accomplishing some meaningful similarities with
biologic systems.

Living systems employ choices at the initial capture/coding of signals/data and also during the creation of its end product/emer-

gence/meaning interpretation; the middle processing sequence resembles filtration, compression, range limitations, etc.

In comparison, non-living systems are passive and resemble more the ‘middle’ processing sequence of living systems; the ‘Pan-

dora box’ of choices is not employed, hence there is the need for a lengthy instructional code.

Healthy cognition is required to be engaged at the ‘beginning’ and the ‘end’ of any meaningful sensory processing as both stages

need, not pre-set, but real time selection of optimizing choices of what to select and what it means; and that ability comes from life.

A bridge, between mechanical and biologic systems, could be explored through a field of ‘cognitive robotics’, extracting key benefits
of both.
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Introduction
Integration of any system into its existential environment, a pre-requisite for its survival in response to change, requires direct and

ongoing adaptation and evolution in real time. Healthy biologic systems, from cells to societies, are able to do that within certain boundar-

ies as they have had millennia to search for best options. Mechanical systems, principally, only execute programmed instructions and any

new change requires metachronous reprogramming; by comparison, with the existential history of biologic systems, mechanical systems
are ‘new arrivals’; much can be learnt, however, from mutual understanding.

‘Non-living’/mechanical systems have been constructed by ‘living’ systems and succeeded beyond imagination in terms of speed of

processing and volume of storage, though, how and when to use it all, still remains in the property of cognition, ‘living’ systems’ unique
advantage.

The purpose of this study is to identify principles of biologic systems, considered axiomatic that could be explored for possible applica-

tion in robotic sciences; as no system is fully ‘knowable’, principles assume an essential role in any evolution.
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This study differentiates data from information and from knowledge, as conceptualized by Toffler; this sequestration, of a progres-

sively morphing significance of signals, allows for greater categorization and eventual understanding of any initial data points [1].

For a biologic system, ‘data’ are simply unconnected bits of encountered change that trigger senses; ‘information’ represents connec-

tions among some data points which form patterns; and ‘knowledge’, biologic system’s sensory perception, is the final understanding of

what really happened. An analogy of the above example can be seen in the night sky: stars can be seen as data, constellations as patterned
information, and cognition-created knowledge is the realization of where we are, how we fit into it all, simply the final understanding. Dif-

ferent cultures, such as Western, Chinese, Maori and even Aztecs, found different constellation patterns in the sky; while using the same
stars, people have found different meaning in the patterns [2].

Similarly, in the study of systems, individual scientific articles are considered data, finding what unites some of them is seen as pat-

terned information, and figuring out, through cognition, what it all means, in an aggregate, leads then to knowledge.
A series of inter-related questions can be posed:

Why would ‘mega data’ generate something ‘new’, when a computational system has been programmed by what is already ‘known’?

Why would ‘more data’ be expected to offer ‘new knowledge’ when the programmer doesn’t know the characteristics of the proverbial
‘needle in the haystack’ in order to include it in the operational algorithm?

Even massive amount of collected ‘data’ is no indication that their understanding is a simple process of calculating probabilities, be-

cause you will never have all of existing data; isolated ‘data’ assume different roles, however, in ‘patterned information’ that is arising from
‘data’, and any eventual ‘knowledge’ is a cognitive view on what it all means taken, from even ‘higher/system perspective’.
Research questions
•

Is there a framework that characterizes biologic systems that can be used for comparison with mechanical systems?

•

What keeps biologic systems ‘healthy’ and what leads to ‘illness’; is cyber breach analogous?

•
•
•

What creates ‘knowledge’, from unqualified ‘data/signals’ input, by biologic systems?

What are the ‘knowledge/intelligence-creating’ steps and their morphologic substrates?

How could mechanical systems begin to develop meaningful similarities with biologic systems?

Materials and Methods

Systems science attempts to elucidate evolutionary principles, codes of life that shape all biologic systems. This methodology, original-

ly conceptualized by von Bertalanffy, especially his observation of ‘isomorphism’, parallelism of general principles but in different fields of

study, has opened the door to multidisciplinary enquiry. The use of systems science approach was selected for this study as its principles
are universal in ecology and this science is able to differentiate between healthy and unhealthy systems, those with the highest capacity
to adapt and evolve with change, and those with the least [3].

In general, most scientific literature describes linear causality, ‘you do this, and you get that’ while excluding just about everything else;

systems science looks at many published observations and asks: is there a pattern of isomorphic relationships among them that expresses
the multi-dimensionality of Nature?

The Dynamic Systems Model, also used in this study, was designed to extract meaning from any encounter with change by a biologic

system. The Model defines three zones: the health territory, chaos, and entropy; it complements systems science because it expresses the

quality of relationship complexity. Such a mosaic allows for a more accurate creation of meaning, with a degree of prescience from any
perceived change, because component parts often reveal the condition of the whole [4] (Figure 1a-1d).

For the purpose of this manuscript, previous publications by the author as well as most recent scientific reports related to systems

science, were reviewed for relevance to the goals of this paper.

Results

What millions of years of evolution have already accomplished for biologic systems
Healthy systems are able to adapt and evolve, repair and replicate, receive transgenerational DNA-coded instructions and pass them

to future generations; they process and perceive change, learn and teach, communicate with self and others, and are aware of self and
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able to conceptualize the Universe; they are engaged in relationships with self and others, integrate all their components in function and
structure. Systems’ control emerges as a balancing rhythm with movement and intensity of various cycles within hierarchies. Living systems follow biologic time, not chronologic one, and systems are optimizing the larger ecologic system. However, the feasibility of variable

decisions, by cognition-endowed systems, can alter self, in structure and function, with possible negative transgenerational influence [5]
(Figure 2a and 2b).

Figure 1a: Characteristics of biologic systems when in Health Territory.

Figure 1b: Visualizing health territory, exemplified as a rain forest, existing on the margin of chaos and entropy/order.
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Figure 1c: Characteristics of biologic systems when in chaos - ‘cancer life’ without a boundary’.

Figure 1d: Characteristics of biologic systems when in entropy - a ‘degenerating life’ - ‘no chaos, no boundary’.
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Figure 2a: Schema of what evolution favors.

Figure 2b: Schema of steps that evolution favors.

With an infinite amount of recordable data in the world, how did evolution solve the problem of the ‘first’ and the ‘last mile’ of any data

processing for cognition-endowed systems? The answer is in plain sight when one considers the power of decisions over the epigenome,

an aggregate of genes that are only functionally changed but with full preservation of their original structure; the epigenetic changes, in
the ‘first mile’, involve attaching ‘tags’, codes, for specific, positive or negative, UP/DOWN regulation of genes, affecting system’s function
and morphogenic structure; the ‘last’ mile, time when cognition decides what all the input actually means, is the phase of knowledge
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creation. Both the ‘first’ and the ‘last mile’ are fully interdependent so that either healthy or unhealthy decisions leave similarly positive

or negative imprints on coded genes; all these steps are accomplished in real time because ‘all changes are always changing’ in any living
environment. A linear and metachronous code of instructions, for mechanical systems, would not be a sufficient match for the diver-

sity, extent and real-time occurrence of ecologic changes. Only alternate and dynamic tagging within the epigenome, following cognitive
choices, can keep up with speed and diversity of life’s changes.

It is instructive to ponder the wisdom of evolution: it seems that as cognitive intelligence increased, the cortical connections, within

the neuro-net, decreased while optimizing communication and cognition flourished; similarly, the number of genes in the entire genome
decreased; the gap, in the absolute number of genes, was replaced by massive increase in transcriptional options, such as alternate splicing, giving genes a capacity of temporary ‘whole’ that is different than the inherited DNA [6].

Biologic systems differ, fundamentally, from mechanical/robotic systems; the first has its own cognition, the second does not. Me-

chanical systems have massive capacity for data processing with speed and storage expanding daily but mostly along a linear path, which
does not favor understanding/knowledge creation; by comparison, biologic systems have developed the capacity for perception, along

with sophisticated but highly structured processing, which demonstrates building blocks of intelligence along its way, visible even in the
basic units of the cognitive neuro-net; the law of linearity is replaced here by fractals. It is very likely that knowledge extraction from data/

signals will remain in the province of biologic systems. The explanation is quite simple: 1-evolution of cognition has been going on for

millions of years; 2-cognition is a dynamic and ongoing process of restructuring of the entire neuro-net, from basic units of neurons and
synapses to the hippocampal-prefrontal cortex pathway of executive/decision capacity, basically from any initial sensory contact to any
final recall/decisions; no amount of ‘remote and asynchronous’ cognition, by algorithmic programming, can be considered a substitute;
also, any ‘self/deep-learning’ by a mechanical system will not result in system’s intelligence [7].

Cardiac rhythm, for example, is a synchronous contraction and relaxation of groups of myofibers following an electrical stimulus; the

electrical communication among these cells depends on, among others, the optimal distance among cells, in order to allow for cell-to-cell

communication (analogous to cradle balance balls); such communication takes place across what is often referred to as a gap junction,

which is similar to synapses within the neuro-net; the greater the distance, the lesser the chance for an electrical stimulus to propagate
and activate the next cells; these channels are controlled by ionic sodium, potassium and calcium [8].

Mechanical systems will continue to be most valuable when used to enhance biologic senses, with their processing capacity and data

memory storage, while biologic systems, however, must recognize the need to grow their cognition to be capable to extract knowledge
from the available information; a positive cognitive step forward, in this regard, could come with a broad acceptance of the essential

decision-consequence feedback loop without which there is no meaningful learning; executing only decisions and outsourcing conse-

quences interrupts this vital process of knowledge acquisition. You cannot ‘program’ intelligence; that can only be gained by living, and
mechanical systems are not alive. To try to recapitulate evolution, in order to give mechanical systems intelligence, would likely go against
the principles of the larger ecosystem, which are the governing laws for all smaller systems, including humans.

Any change in the environment leaves a record, a form of data; many can be discovered and processed by senses of biologic systems,

within their narrow sensitivity and specificity; technology can greatly assist in magnifying such an input. The awareness of change is first
considered an uncertainty; additional filtration of the change by senses begins to categorize some parts of the change as a quantifiable
risk; the rest remains as uncertainty; technology can often reduce even more this uncertainty and convert it into additional measurable
risk; some uncertainty, however, will always remain [9].

Patterns emerge from data when they are allowed to finish their own cycles and the ‘noise’ of data input is dramatically reduced;

otherwise, patterns will not emerge; mutually interacting fractals, which have the capacity for self-similarity and self-affinity, form patterns. ‘Learning’ how to identify patterns and also have the patience to allow pertinent patterns to finish their cycles to conclusion, are the
foundational steps in converting data into knowledge (Figure 3a-3e).

Massive processing speed and storage is a technical accomplishment, which, counterintuitively, hinders knowledge creation as well

as enhances the susceptibility of the system to cyber-attacks and contamination. Cyber-attacks on mechanical systems are analogous to
pathogens invading a biologic system and causing an illness; healthy biologic systems maintain dynamic ‘boundary with semi-permea-
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bility’, which decides what to ‘let in’ and what to ‘keep out’; this process is operational on all levels, including cells and even intra-cellular

organelles; mechanical systems are very susceptible to ‘invasion’ by foreign codes due to the fact that they process ‘everything’ their sensors are capable to capture (there is no boundary), store everything (needing ever-expanding storage, an entropy phenomenon), and are

often late in recognizing an ‘illness’ as there are no ‘prodromal’ signs or symptoms, common among biologic systems (e.g. pain, fever, etc.),
generated by an internal surveillance subsystem, the immune system that recognizes an invading pathogen and triggers an ‘alarm’ [10].

Figure 3a: From data to meaning.

Figure 3b: Schema of propagating change through functional and structural levels of a biologic system.
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Figure 3c: Propagating change paths.

Figure 3d: Variable outcome options.

Figure 3e: End-state features of chaos and entropy as well as feasible corrective steps for both.
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Human body is the best known ‘complex adaptive system’ existing in Nature; it has components that exist in feedback loop relation-

ships that are sequestered into hierarchies, with inter-operable communication, facilitating input-throughput/metabolism-output/emer-

gence sequence; each component, as well as the entire system with its sub-systems, have boundaries, recycling/decluttering mechanism,
and sensory processing and perception sequences. Such a model can be used for comparison with any other system, living or non-living,
for a degree of compatibility. Sensory input processing and perception/knowledge creation cannot be separated but must be united in one
system to be of real value (Figure 4a-4d).

Figure 4a: Schema of a biologic system.

Figure 4b: Visualizing systems.
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Figure 4c: Optimized vs. non-optimized systems.

Figure 4d: Visualizing concept of Dynamic Systems Model.

Robots have a great capacity for processing, although, given instructions are usually limited to a single task; perception, a cognition-

based faculty, awaits development in robotic systems, including an appropriate language; intelligence, in this text, is understood as a capacity to solve problems previously not encountered and represents a challenge for current artificial intelligence (AI); healthy intelligence
facilitates the development of rationality and responsibility, a prerequisite for self-control [11].

A field of cognitive robotics may emerge when biologic and mechanical systems are integrated, with the addition of some form of

perception/cognition of biologic systems to the enormous processing capabilities of mechanical systems. Most in vivo brain research
has been done on rodents, revealing that basic neuro-net function and structure resemble primate brain quite well, including a level of
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cognition and the capacity to learn; harnessing such power could greatly enhance robotic capacity to learn. Long-term experiments can

be carried out, within established guidelines, on caged rodents who usually live for about three years; implanted brain electrodes and
wireless transmission/connection could be established with a mechanical system; the input would need to be with 360 degree 3-D video
capture of a chosen activity site. (A 2-D input is inadequate for the development of 3-D memory pattern in hippocampus as it leads to

system entropy). Even crows have the brain power to solve higher-order, relational-matching tasks, and they can do so spontaneously,
(have one-to-one correspondence, patterned relationships) without explicit training; per Ra and colleagues, crows join humans, apes and
monkeys in exhibiting advanced relational thinking; they can remember faces, use tools and communicate in sophisticated ways [12,13].

The pattern of activity, in a brain region involved in spatial learning in the virtual world, is completely different than that acquired in

the real world when the hippocampal neurons become selectively active, providing a ‘cognitive map’ of the environment. In the virtual

world, in a laboratory with 2-D video input, rats’ hippocampal neurons fire completely randomly. The original real world map, recorded
with electrodes during live exposure, disappeared completely with 2-D input. The hippocampal neurons were highly active in the real-

world environment but more than half of those neurons shut down in the virtual space. The virtual world used in a study was very similar
to the virtual reality environments used by humans, and neurons in a rat’s brain would be very hard to distinguish from neurons in the

human brain. Complex rhythms of neurons are crucial for learning and memory; these neurons are using two entirely different languages:

one is based on rhythm/movement, the other is based on intensity. Every neuron in the hippocampus speaks the two languages simulta-

neously and those neurons have to be perfectly synchronized; these languages can be considered core languages of life as they develop
at birth of our memories, and can be duplicated with sign language and spoken languages; the authors of this research received a Nobel
Prize for their discovery [14,15].

Healthy memories are recorded in hippocampus as ‘layering of patterns’ with some overlap of input from different sensory sites,

explaining why multisensory memories are easier to recall; by contrast, memory stored in the cloud is mostly single-sensory construct.
When mostly cloud memory is available, the ‘million dollar question’ for anyone would be: How do you remember what to remember or

even search for? Healthy life is unique as it stands for/represents ‘richness of remembered experiences’, not the gigabytes stored in the
cloud.

A ‘cognitive robot’ would harness the processing power of a mechanical system and the cognition of a biologic system; the still un-

explored existence of a likely ‘internal language’ of rodents could then be taught an ‘external language’, possibly starting with a form of

a sign language. Such a step would allow for ‘cognitive robots’ to communicate directly with people as many are already skilled in a sign
language. A possible transgenerational transfer of skills from such a model would be of great scientific as well as pragmatic interest.

In a laboratory, a tissue culture-grown muscle fibers were already used to provide finer small joint movement of robots on a temporary

basis [16].

Research questions with answers
Is there a framework that characterizes biologic systems that can be used for comparison with mechanical systems? Systems science,

utilizing observations of biologic systems, provides a framework for comparison with any other system.

What creates ‘knowledge’, from unqualified ‘data/signals’ input, in biologic systems? Knowledge creation is in the province of cogni-

tion.

What are the ‘knowledge-creation’ steps and their morphologic substrates? A healthy perception narrows the scope/field of initial

sensory capture in order to include, for processing, only attractors that it prefers/favors from all other signals that are available from

awareness; processing then follows the path to hippocampus and the prefrontal executive cortex; the reward path, dominant in unhealthy
processing, is mostly bypassed.

What keeps biologic systems ‘healthy’ and what leads to ‘illness’; is cyber breach analogous? Healthy decisions create a healthy system,

which is quite resistant to invading pathogens and internal system breakdowns.
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How could mechanical systems begin to develop meaningful similarities with biologic systems? The ultimate goal would be a biologic

substrate capable of cognition, which requires a living neuro-net. Merging rodent brain with a mechanical robot, for example, could pro-

vide an ‘in-house’ trainable cognition to work in concert with the mechanical system; a form of a ‘sign language’ could also be explored to
assist in human-cognitive robot communication.

Both the biologic and mechanical systems carry on their function/operate based on instructional code that is given to them, through

inheritance for the first and from a programmer for the second. Though, the genetic code template for biologic systems is more or less

linear, the functional, decision-dependent tagging, during information processing, creates non-linear variability from the original genome,
and the new and temporary epigenome is now fully non-linear.

By comparison, there is a dominant linearity of directives for mechanical systems that is embedded in the fixed lines of programmer’s

code, which include the ‘first’ and the ‘last’ mile of information processing; there is no adjusting to any new change during the active engagement of the system.

Discussion

Biologic networks differ fundamentally from non-living/mechanical networks in two all-important aspects: one-biologic network has

the capacity to ‘self-renew’, and two-biologic network is principally controlled by internal decisions that are not programmed into its net.

Both biologic and mechanical systems use many terms that are identical (e.g. input, output, network, system, etc.) but their full mean-

ing often differs dramatically; mechanical systems are hardwired and non-living, while biologic systems are ‘soft-wired’ and alive, creating
ongoing connections, a connectome, of numerous pathways of intra-system relationships.

Biologic systems have evolved within the larger ecosystem that we call Nature, through ongoing adaptation and evolution lasting bil-

lions of years; mechanical systems have been created only recently by human intelligence, from tools to robots. (A historic note: The term
‘robot’ is derived from Karel Capek’s book, where the Czech word ‘robota’ implies drudgery and ‘rossum’ is cognition) [17].

The inescapable control of both systems, their finality, however, is similar as they need to have an ultimate concordance - to be in synch

with principles of the larger ‘complex adaptive system’ of Nature; any non-compliance has the cost of ‘ill-health’ for the biologic systems
while mechanical systems, though under human control, also have to be ultimately compliant with the larger ecosystem in order to survive (Figure 5a and 5b).

Figure 5a: Available controls within a healthy neuro-net.
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Figure 5b: Formation of reality.

Speed and volume of processing by mechanical systems, which greatly surpass any biologic system, are still considered great advan-

tages to users in spite of the fact that there is zero understanding of input by the system; by comparison, biologic systems, even with only

limited processing capacity, have the ability for an advanced comprehension of meaning; ‘mega data’, generated by any computerized
records, have a diminishing return to humans as they over-saturate their cognitive threshold and exhaust their cognitive reserve, negating

much of the anticipated benefit of massive data accumulation. A puzzling question then emerges: Why would ‘mega data’ generate some-

thing ‘new’ when the computational system, which generated/collected the data, was programmed in the language of the ‘old’? (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Healthy speed needs balance.

Sensory input of biologic systems is severely compressed, filtered and initially framed/restricted/narrowed by existing/prevailing

perception; processing and perception are engaged in a never-ending ‘dance’ of instructions: ‘process what perception allows’; mechani-

cal systems only have sensory processing and are governed by the cognition of a programmer, written into an algorithm for the system;
there is no ‘dance’. The problem with any algorithm is that it has its ‘beginning’ and an ‘end’, finite limits of, mostly, linear code; beyond
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that, for example, an autopilot simply returns the control of an airplane to a live pilot, who must be capable of ‘adaptation and evolution’,
gained through life experiences, those that allowed for the development of non-linear relationships within existing cognitive state as well

as placement of codes/tags in the epigenome, and guide the plane from the ‘unknown’, for the autopilot, to the ‘I must figure it out’ and
make it the ‘known’ for the pilot.

Communication of a biologic system assists in connecting with self and with other systems; both require language, symbolism/coding

of thoughts; the first, ‘self-talk’ is in the ‘native tongue’, but different languages are often used for communicating with others. Mechanical

systems are not communicating with themselves or with other systems, unless it is specifically written into their operating algorithm and
even then, it is rudimentary and specific to an isolated task.

Both mechanical and biologic systems can be taught, though the mechanical system is the ‘most perfect student’ as it remembers it all;

the biologic system, however, is better off if taught only ‘principles’ where any gaps in knowledge are left to its intelligence to figure out.

Self-organization/synchronization of a system’s components, their mutual network-based relationships within horizontal hierarchy,

implies their optimizing, vis-à-vis the larger system, communication, consensus, coordination and cooperation among all of them as well
as the vertical/governing hierarchy; all agents/components, and sub-systems in their own right, are not identical and linear, because in

biology, variability and non-linearity prevail. A desire for ‘control’ of a system reflects an existing lack of relational self-organization with,

simultaneously, either total absence of vertical/governing hierarchy or if present, it has non-optimizing influence. A healthy system has a

balancing rhythm among its components that generate self-organization and achieve organized complexity; in concert, both hierarchies
are aiming to achieve healthy end-product/emergence that is ‘optimizing’ to the larger system; such collaboration arises from the existing capacity for adaptation and evolution with changes in the environment through tightly interconnected feedback loops; a status quo

is unhealthy for any system, as it lacks ‘self-control’ and needs external ‘control’ of its components that are either in chaos or entropy.
Absence of a negative feedback loop creates an imbalance between positive and negative feedback loop rhythm; with ongoing efforts into
only positive feedback loops, a system resembles cancerous cell multiplication without differentiation.

Intelligent neuro-net is transient, and must be maintained by cognitive activities, comparable to the physical body, which needs to be

sustained by physical activity that leads to cardiopulmonary fitness; the similarity arises from the fact that ‘muscle’ and ‘brain’ are compa-

rable on many levels; for example, they both use primarily oxygen and carbohydrates for their metabolism and their structure is sustained
only with ongoing function; when function diminishes, so will the structure. As reported by Lee and colleagues, among Hong Kong cohort,
incident dementia was lowered by 30 percent with cognitive stimulation [18].

Cognition is fragile and temporary, a part of life that is fully dependent on consciousness, and is often much shorter than biologic life

as degenerated neuro-net is still compatible with survival when cardiovascular system persists in functioning; with healthy cognition,

sensory processing and perception sequences recur, with each new change, through steps of awareness-attractors-knowledge creation
and back to awareness.

Evolution of biologic systems accomplished its present high level of function and structure not by having more and more genes but by

increasing their ‘adaptation to life’, simply a combinatorial capacity of the vast majority of genes; not what was given to us at conception
but what we have done with it through our cognitive instructions to the epigenome, not by structurally altering the DNA, but by opening
the door for numerous functional connections; our decisions get imprinted onto genes with various ‘tags’, which UP or DOWN regulate

genetic function until new instructions arrive. Without cognition, any system, living or non-living, requires a long set of coded instructions

in order to function and meet its original design; for example, a tomato, a living system but without cognition, needs over 100,000 genes
to turn itself into a tomato, while a cognitive system of a human being needs only about 20,000 genes of an essential code; the gap, in the

genetic instructional code of cognitive systems, is covered by the potential functional inter-relationships of most genes, which provide
new and different instructions than, for example, either of any two participating genes could deliver. If genes were fully deterministic from
the beginning, humans would need an astronomical number of genes; the evolution-given gift of the combinatorial relationship capacity
allows them to ‘do more’ with ‘less’ but our decisions decide if the ‘genetic relationships potential’ works toward health or not.
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Cognition is not linear as it offers an enigma of choices, which may or may not be healthy, or system optimizing; the outcome, created

by decisions, is highly dependent on how this cognitive conundrum of choices is resolved; with healthy choices, a system is optimized and

value is created as its emergence; (value in this context includes, but only in an aggregate: efficiency, effectiveness, risk management, and
proportional cost, all optimizing the larger system). The implications of healthy or unhealthy choices are quite significant for a society,

where intellect/healthy choices by participants/components may develop collective intelligence, a key to rationality and responsibility;

the current prevalence of entropy/degenerative diseases with vanishing synapses among societal members worldwide, indicates that this

precious societal commodity is vanishing. Collective intelligence simply means the sum of individual ones; its massive disappearance/

decline will only be resurrected when the learning loop of ‘decision-consequences’ is reestablished and tightly linked; personal decisions
cannot be ‘privatized’ while expecting the consequences to be ‘socialized’, transferred to someone else. With major societies deep into
entropy, the time seems highly favorable to begin research into ‘cognitive robotics’.

Biologic systems have multiple networks, which are engaged in supportive relationships and are controlled through various feedback

loops within a given ‘connectome’. The foundational network of biologic systems is the anatomic structure of the neuro-net, broadly

describing the central as well as the peripheral nervous system - from fingertips, gut, heart, etc. to the brain and back to the periphery.

A key element/unit here is the synapse, a ‘fluid/neuro-transmitter-filled’ space between neurons. This dynamic relay either permits or
interferes with any progression of senses-generated electro-chemical signals; synapses either ‘make’ or ‘break’ the functionality of the
neuro-net. The outcome, the emergence of the entire neuro-net system, following sensory processing, depends, however, on perceptions,

a cognitive understanding/knowledge generation, which leads to decisions; and those exist in an ongoing forward-biased but backward-

handicapped loops and directly affect the selection of any new sensory input that is to be allowed to enter into the neuro-net and trigger
processing; depending upon the health of the system, such a process either optimizes or is degrading the entire network and, concomi-

tantly, any larger system. No biologic system or any of its components can exist in isolation; a pre-requisite for an optimal neuro-net is a
fit cardiovascular system, which supplies and recycles metabolic and morphogenic necessities (Figure 7a and 7c).

Figure 7a: Complexity and its output is an expression of relationships.

Figure 7b: Healthy and unhealthy biologic systems.
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Figure 7c: Scope of control in hierarchies.

Using a basic comparison, the control of mechanical systems is similar to biologic systems, except that the cognitive decisions, perti-

nent to mechanical systems, have been carried out by programmers and coded into system’s algorithm expo facto. Mechanical systems
engage in input/sensory processing which is pre-set, a task-specific, and mostly repetitive; there is no independent sensory input selection, processing, or perception; system’s algorithm simply reflects not its own but the programmer’s cognition/perception/reality with

individual biases toward a given/specific task; cognition of the programmer has not been transferred to the mechanical system, only his
‘creative writing’ was and only certain specific steps have been coded. Technical systems have been programed to have only a range of
functionality with fixed boundary.

Machine learning goes through a process of acquiring data through pre-set parameters within a linear/binary decision tree; complex-

ity complicates this process; biologic systems have no pre-set data acquisition model and all senses can participate; healthy systems

are capable of managing significant complexity on innumerable levels, from genes to organs to societies, without suffering the error of
variance and/or bias; unhealthy systems, however, generate disorganized complexity, heavily affected by variance and biases; of great
significance is biologic systems’ capacity to process fractals, so ubiquitous in Nature/ecosystem [19].

Physicists consider the Universe to be expanding in ever-increasing entropy, starting at its lowest level at the ‘beginning’ following

the ‘big bang’. The Universe must have its own cycles that run on ‘Universe time’, which is beyond our comprehension; smaller planetary
cycles are observable and all have ‘time to start’ and ‘time to re-set’. Any system in entropy that is not fully degenerated, requires size

expansion in order to sustain itself/survive in spite of the ongoing accumulation of non-functionality; when expansion reaches its limits,
so will the system’s functionality/existence and rapid degeneration of the entire system assumes dominance/prevalence. It is possible to

even visualize the continuing expansion of the Universe until it degenerates into a black hole and a new ‘big bang’ of a different Universe
will herald its starting cycle.

Gravitational laws have been formatted into the laws of physics: mass and the interrelationship of space-time; the greater the mass, the

greater the deformation of space and the faster the time for an object approaching its core. It can also be postulated that biologic systems
are subject to the forces/pull within a ‘cognitive gravitational field of attractor relationship’, which can be either healthy or unhealthy;

such attractors can be estimated to have impact on space-time field of relationships; a biologic system as well as its chosen attractors, each
represents a differing ‘cognitive mass’, distorting the ‘cognitive gravitational field’.

We do exist in different Universes/multi-verses, we just currently call them ‘fields’: a gravitational filed, an electromagnetic, quantum

field, etc. each with specific physical properties, e.g. laws, measurements, etc; similarly and more familiar is our daily existence, also in
‘multiverses’ of job, family, self, society, leisure, etc. with different rules, measurements, etc., labeled as the ‘multiverses of individual

existence’; the gravitational fields of personal existence change with selected/dominant attractor mass, based on its assigned/perceived
importance, which changes space-time of the relationship field (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Choice of attractors determines the impact on cognitive space-time.

In concepts expressed by Rovelli, Sun and Earth are not influencing each other directly but through each one’s impact/influence on

what lies between them, Space and Time; time is different at every point in space, time has no unity; as a consequence, any network that
is not equidistant from Earth’s core, will have events occurring at different times [20].

Biologic systems in entropy are considered to be ‘degenerating systems’; this is likely due to the fact that they are not ‘expanding’ fast

enough to manage the increasing ‘non-functionality’ that they generate and accumulate, which leads to system’s decline/degeneration;
the increase of worldwide obesity, for example, could be seen as an attempt by biologic systems to diminish their entropy by ‘expansion’

of system/bodily size, which, of course, is not sufficient, in spite of the prevalence of ‘morbid obesity’. A unique aspect of living systems is
their capacity for ‘decluttering/recycling’, eliminating non-functional items in order to remain healthy, though very few societal members
are sufficiently engaged in this system-optimizing/survival benefit [21-24].

It may not seem relevant, to discuss the health and disease of biologic systems in this paper, until one realizes that the programmers

as well as those who input data into a digital system, are biologic systems in their own right; in code writing or during input generation,
they impart some of their cognition/perception/biases into their work for non-living systems; with this in mind, the health or disease of a

programmer or an input processor assumes important relevance because the state of health is a reflection of the quality of decisions made
by a living system and unhealthy decisions simply are part of an overall ‘non-optimizing’ emergence/output.

Cognition belongs more into the ’relatedness-determined’ quantum world concepts such as Heisenberg’s uncertainty/indeterminacy,

Gödel’s incompleteness, and Einstein’s space-time/relativity theorems [25-27].

Cognition is not definable by logic, linearity, an equation or any mechanical system; it represents a state where ‘less is more’ and be-

comes observable in ‘space-time’ reality but only after it enters into a ‘system relationship’ (with self or others), creating a specific ‘cogni-

tive gravitational field’ with its own ‘space-time’; otherwise, cognition returns to its primary uncertainty state; cognition does leave traces

of its existence, however, in decisions that are made; in search into the ‘unknown’, some uncertainty becomes a ‘known’ risk only when
observed with senses and engaged in a ‘relationship’, establishing a ‘cognitive gravitational field’.

Cognition remains in the province of biologic systems; it is ‘native’ to them and represents their capacity for intelligence; it originates

within consciousness, and is still a ‘black box’ of a ‘Rosetta Stone’- type aptitude to translate incoming sensory input from electro-chemical

signals into the ‘inner silent language’ of the mind, the ‘mother tongue’. It is only after such a translation take place that cognition under-

stands what the signals actually mean and, depending upon its state of optimization/health, is able to formulate meaning and decisions;
anything before this crucial step is incomprehensible to the biologic system except for autonomic reflexes that are not cognition based.
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Healthy sensory processing is through connecting ‘old’ to the ‘new’ in hippocampal memory and the prefrontal executive cortex; cre-

ation of memory, however, is dependent on how it was initially stored and not how events actually occurred, representing influence of perception on data acquisition as well as the storage of patterned information; the process of memory recreation is a new protein-generating

development and not re-engineering of the initial memory. Unhealthy sensory processing, via the ‘reward pathway’, is primarily ‘seeking
rewards’ as its ultimate goal, without concern about any system optimization, and connecting the ‘new’ without reference to the ‘old’ is a
very poor base for cognitive judgement/decisions [28,29].

Intelligence of biologic systems begins at the level of basic units such as neurons and synapses, with the capacity to propagate intellect

to higher central structures, e.g. hippocampus, and finally to the prefrontal cortex. Individual neurons can express various proteins allowing variable responses to stimuli; this process is facilitated by calcium signaling that allows for networking/neural circuit development
with other neurons; absence of such a capacity has been observed in human neurodegeneration [30,31].

Human brain is thought to contain over 100 billion neurons but a degree of intelligence has been observed with less than one million

of neurons; apparently, bees are capable to perceive zero [32].

A synapse is a key element of the neuro-net where neuro-transmitters, by type and volume, set the limit on how much is allowed to

cross this biologic cleft and how fast; the excitatory and inhibitory transmitters provide the local ‘judgement’, based on the quality of the

transmitters, which gain their characteristics at the site of their origin; many neuro-transmitters are generated by gut bacteria, mostly
preselected by a chosen diet, stress management, and other healthy or unhealthy choices that people make [33].

The process of intelligence creation is further reflected in rhythm and memory, waves that travel across the cortex at about 0.25 - 0.75

m/second; information is propagated via brain oscillations via theta and alpha waves, which are linked to cognition, at specific frequencies between 2 to 15 Hz [9,34,35].

Intelligence comes from healthy cognition and is self-generated; ‘learning’ is just a path toward possible understanding, basic infor-

mation processing, but it does not, automatically, evolve into healthy perception-intelligence. Healthy cognition needs/will arise within

known characteristics of a healthy system, one that has the following features: semi-permeable boundary, ongoing decluttering, allowing

biologic cycles to come to their conclusion, optimizing hierarchies, interoperable communication, etc; only then, there is any hope for
intelligence to evolve/emerge; intelligence cannot be ‘imparted’ by others/other systems. In spite of numerous scientific writings, brain

is still poorly understood as most of the publications have focused/studied ‘processing’; the study of ‘perception’, the elusive emergence
of hippocampal-prefrontal cortex axis, is, so far, only ‘inferential’.

Kai-Fu Lee states that ‘today’s AI is a single domain optimizer, based on a lot of data in one domain, a weak AI, a very vertical, single

task robot; you cannot teach it many things; you cannot teach it multi-domains; you cannot teach it to have common sense; you cannot give

it emotions; it has no self-awareness and deep learning has nothing to do with the way our brain works. Even if it is driving us around in an
autonomous vehicle, it is not intelligently thinking, and it is not at all able to reason with common sense; artificial intelligence is somewhat

of a misnomer; if someone does only one thing extremely well, do we call that person intelligent? I don’t think so. AI has gone all the way
around to teach me that our brain is too hard to understand’ [36].

Current knowledge about brain has been obtained mostly through in vivo experiments on rodents whose anatomy and physiology re-

semble humans to a large extent; many experiments involved direct intracerebral electrodes, which retained their functionality for an ex-

tended period of time; simple Google or National Library of Medicine search would reveal the extent of such research. It is important to re-

alize that most animal studies are based on ‘reward’ or ‘punishment’ protocols, a tight learning feedback loop of ‘decisions-consequences’.
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In principle, cognition should not be separated from data/signal processing in any system as such a system loses its capacity for adap-

tation and evolution with encountered change, both key characteristics of a complex adaptive system that reflects organized complexity

that is generating value as its emergence/output. Inserting more controls at various nodes of a mechanical system will only make it more
‘fragile’. However, it might be feasible to combine a mechanical system with real-time cognition of a rodent, creating a ‘cognitive robot’.
There is some evidence that mice are even capable of a ‘retrospective’ and a ‘regret’ seen in their behavior [37].

Conclusion

Life is synonymous with change; the needed adaptation and evolution by biologic systems come from ongoing reformatting of cogni-

tion and dynamic rewriting/tagging/coding within the genome; rolling forward cognition respects its threshold through controlling input

that must be optimizing at the most appropriate speed and volume; new, but only function-focused genetic combinations create an active

epigenome, which directs morphogenesis; the validity of non-linear epigenetic coding has been established prima facie through evolution,
with cognition as the dominant decision-maker.

For mechanical systems, cognition is ‘external’ to the system and resides within the programmer’s biologic neuro-net; a coded algo-

rithm for the system, written by the programmer, is only an outcome of his cognition, expo facto, and reflects his past ‘existential reality’, a

summation of his cognitive and epigenetic memory, measurable as the degree of compliance with systems science principles. The ultimate
control of mechanical systems is not in the switches, relays, etc. but within the cognition of the programmer and consequently the code of

his epigenome. As the world is ‘always and fully’ engaged with the uncertainty and indeterminism of change, the physical and cognitive
separation, existing in mechanical systems, represents a major handicap for any robotic system, as it lags temporal reality.

Conceptually, a ‘cognitive robot’ could be developed through harnessing the cognition of a biologic, non-human brain, with wireless

connections to a mechanical system; such a system could even be taught a new system-wide language; a sign language may perhaps be
executed by mechanical hands; such a step might create a field of ‘cognitive robotics’.

In view of the massive and worldwide prevalence of chronic, unhealthy decisions that enhance entropy diseases, with accelerated ag-

ing, obesity, neuro-degeneration, etc., among human biologic systems, any hope for improved cognition and elevation of eloquent sensory
perception, enhanced intelligence, etc., is far from being certain; as a result, this would seem to be prescient time to begin to explore the
field of ‘cognitive robotics’.
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